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Cover Photos Needed!! 

Keep in mind that each Newsletter issue needs a new “cover quality" photograph to grace  
the front page.  Submissions by you, our readers, are welcomed. 

 
The photo should showcase the essence of the club’s name.  

 From “South Coast” to “Riders” to “BMW Club”, each element contains  
a plethora of potential for the artistic eye.  Turn your inner shutterbug loose! 

This photo was taken at the April El Capitan Camp 

Photo contributed by Jessie Vaca 

About the Cover!

Newsletter Submissions (Keep 'em coming!) 

Need – Content is always needed!  Show us what you've got. 

Schedule – Newsletters are published as close to the 1st of each month as humanly 
possible.  Please submit content by the 25th of the previous month in order to give 
the editor sufficient time to compile the issue. 

Formats – I’m really going to try not to be picky. It would be best if written content 
were submitted in an editable word processing format (.doc, .txt, .rtf, etc.), but an e-
mail will work just fine. Photographs should be in .jpg format and less than 500 Kb 
in size. Thank you - Editor 

Where to – E-mail submissions as attachments to editor@scbmwrc.com 

Suggestions – Keep those coming too (be gentle).  Always improving. 
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Letter from the Editor

 

Karl Wagner posted this note and some fine photos on the Club’s FaceBook 
page following the April 7 General meeting: 

“After April South Coaster club meeting ran up Silverado Canyon to Main Divide Rd and 
played in the hills North of Ortega Highway, up to Santiago Mtn and down Bedford Canyon 
Rd to Corona. Very nice ride and crazy impressive first off-road day for Eric Wolf on his  
new-to-him R1200GSA, one tough Marine!! Definitely a repeat, with better maps!!” 

Elizabeth Crittenden hosted another well-attended SCBMWRC Ladies 
Luncheon at the Citrus Café in Tustin on the 14th. 

As predicted, the El Capitan Weekend camping adventure proved to be an 
outstanding adventure with the Wassenaar’s and Leo’s providing their 
world renowned culinary feast, including adult beverages, and comfortable 
dining (tables and chairs) for all.  

Be sure to take advantage of the month of May’s calendar events. As always, 
feel free to add any rides of your own that you may want to experience with 
other Coasters to the calendar. Day rides are always fun! 
 

Please send your ride photos and write-ups to editor@scbmwrc.com 

Letters to the Editor, comments and questions are all welcome. 

 

See you on the road 
- David Omlor 



PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

May 2017 

 

This year is sure going by fast, at least for me.   May is now here,  
and then June, and we all know what that means, as far as the club 
goes-----Elections for the new Board!   Here is the lineup (to be 
approved/elected): 

President:   Brandon Wilson 

V.P.:  Chris Roady 

Secretary:  Karl Wagner 

Treasurer:  Danny Wassenaar 

Board Members:   

Jessie Vaca 

Roberto Giraldes 

Bill Allen 

John Crittenden 

 

We are still in need of another Board Member (we need five), please 
let me know if you would care to help out for the next year.   

 

Thanks to Jessie for setting up El Capitan, especially for keeping the 
park rangers off our cases!   We had a great time.    

 

Beth had another Ladies Luncheon, well-attended.   The next one 
will be scheduled in June, and we’ll get it on the Calendar. 



Lastly, I’d like to get a count of how many will be coming to The 
Oaks on 6 May for the General Meeting and Breakfast, so I can 
make reservations.   I’ll post on the Forum, and ask that you answer 
if Yes.   

 

Ride Safe! 

John C.  

 

 

 

General Meeting April 7 

 



 

April Ladies Luncheon 

 

I know we’ll have more photos of the El Cap weekend, but here are the 
ones I took/had taken: 

 

Trying on a new hat.    



 

Early morning at El Cap 

 



 

Brandon and Ivy frolicking at Jalama Beach 

 



El Capitan 27 April to 29 April 2018 

‐ story and photos contributed by Jessie Vaca 

This adventure started a while ago, back at some board meeting long ago, when 
I volunteered or maybe I was volunteered to lead this ride. As most of you know 
I am no camper, although at times I wish I was. That way I wouldn’t miss out 
on the campfire shenanigans like the singing and storytelling.  
At some point around November I was asked if I had made reservation yet and I 
thought we have plenty of time but I got off my butt and called to make 
reservations not really knowing what was needed. I ended up reserving 3 
campsites that I later changed when Danny informed me that he and Elaine as 
well as Steve and Jan Leo would be there with their RV’s. So I called again to 
make the change to campsites closer to where they were going to be located.  
Biggest part of my journey was over or so I thought, I asked Bill Reitz for some 
suggestions on routes and he sent me his suggestions in the form of routes 
that could be uploaded into the GPS. No problems!! Time passes and the date 
gets closer, I examine the routes to try to understand what is in front of us, 
should be a piece of cake.  
Finally, the day arrives and I couldn’t sleep the night before but I thought I had 
plenty of time, I hate getting somewhere too early or late. Well I run into all 
kinds of traffic and delays on my way to Sabatini’s in Seal Beach but I make it 
okay. I was expecting a larger group, but I was happy to see a friendly face, 
Brandon, so I felt better. There were also a couple of people I did not recognize 
but soon found out it was Kirstie and Cesar, I had heard from them in an email 
on Thursday when they were asking about the ride and I invited them to join 
us. We had one more person show up, Bill Allen showed up ready to share 
Margaritas, sadly we had to wait for those till later in the day. 
Brandon and I talked before the ride and decided to take a “short cut” to 
Moorpark McDonalds. Kirstie let us know that she was on holiday from Wales 
was on a loaner K bike and she was not familiar with lane splitting, so Brandon 
took the lead and we tried to take it easy to make her more comfortable, she 
however did great and impressed us all with her riding abilities. 
We got to McDonalds a few minutes late and found no bikes waiting. I 
immediately started to panic; maybe they just left without us, I thought. After 
some talk and reassurance we decided to have a coffee and relax a bit after all 
we were not far from our scheduled lunch location at the Summit Burger 
Stand. We had a fabulous ride to lunch enjoying some fabulous roads. We got 
to the Burger Stand, seems like it is a popular destination, the weather was 
very nice so we enjoyed some time on the picnic tables, easy to understand why 
the place was called Summit! 
After lunch we had a nice ride over to the 101 before heading north to the El 
Capitan Beach Campground. When we got there they let us know that some 
people were already here, I was happy! Once we got to our sites it was easy to 
see why they were chosen, we had a great view of the ocean as well as a great 
breeze that I hear got a bit much later that night. Once everyone was settled I 
rode over to El Capitan Canyon, where I was staying, promising to come back 
for Bill’s Margaritas. I was informed it was just a short walk to get back. 



My cabin was fine, a bit expensive but it was nice. I could hear the water in the 
creek, I had a comfortable bed and I would be warm!  When I unpacked I found 
that I had forgotten one of my bags, the one containing my meds, including the 
pills I take for my knees, but oh well I wanted a margarita. I asked my wife to 
bring the bag when she came in the morning. I decided to walk back to the 
campground for a couple of margaritas, the walk did not seem so short to me. I 
was informed I did not take the short cut, I didn’t know about the short cut 
and to make it worse I got lost in the campground. I was already dreading the 
walk back later to the cabin. The Margaritas made the walk easy to forget, they 
were flowing at a pretty good rate. I started to think, I don’t want to get stuck 
walking back in the dark, I’m scared of all of the critters in the woods, I’m a 
city boy! Just then I heard Erasmo and a small group say they were walking 
over to my side of the road for dinner, at least I would have company! Just the 
Leon asked if I wanted to ride over on the back of his scooter, it took a while 
but I figured I can do that! It was quite a sight; Karl documented the event on 
his Facebook feed! The ride over was fun and less painful than the walk would 
have been.  
Dinner was good, the company and conversation was better and the beer was 
good too! Ready for bed! 
The ride Saturday morning included a stop at Ellen’s Danish Pancake House 
for breakfast, thanks John Crittenden for the recommendation, I think 
everyone enjoyed it; they really didn’t mess around with low calorie options, I 
think we were all ready to take a nap afterwards. Leon entertained us all with 
the bites on his back. Erasmo led the ride that turned up to be quite pleasant. 
Road’s I had never seen and a good group of riders made it a great way to pass 
the day. We stopped for a light lunch at Rancho Nipomo BBQ in Santa Maria, I 
can see why Karl made the recommendation, we didn’t eat much because we 
had a large & late breakfast and we were looking forward to an early spaghetti 
dinner back at the campground, but form the looks of thigs everyone involved 
enjoyed our stop! 
Made it back in time for dinner and what a dinner. Elaine and Danny did it up 
real good, thank you both, everything was great. Steve and Jan bought all of 
the tables and chairs, it was great. We had a chance to congratulate Ivy and 
Brandon on their recent nuptials and we all had a chance to reminisce and say 
farewell to our friend Dale. It turned out to be a great evening! Brenda and I 
went over to the dark side early; she planned on leaving really early on Sunday, 
so we missed all the merriment at the campfire. 
Sunday started a little later than planned but on worries, things worked out 
well. Erasmo led the group, basically the same group we had on Saturday. 
Chris had some issue with his bike so he and Dave broke away from the 
others. Made our way over some fabulous roads to Grinders in Moorpark, this 
was a recommendation from Steve Leo and a real good choice. After lunch most 
of the group went to Starbucks for Espresso and I headed home. 
This ride would not have been possible without the help of many; I really 
appreciate the help that you all provided! It also highlighted some issues: 



 I should not set up or lead a ride having to do with camping, I had no 
provisions for firewood and who know’s what else. However somehow it 
all worked out, I think. I should let campers do that from now on 

 I need to learn how to use my GPS and the routes that many of you have 
provided  

 We have a wonderful group of people, and I enjoy you all! 

Thanks for making the weekend so enjoyable!  

 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



The tale of a 1975 R75/6 Two Week Travels and the MOA Family 

April, 2018                  story and photos contributed by Karl Wagner 

Over the last couple of years I caught the airhead bug from several 

other South Coast BMW Riders Club members who own these classic 

machines and have a real enjoyment spending time with them on and 

off the road.  To date I generally enjoyed current technology BMW’s 

that allowed greater performance, creature comforts and touring 

capability.  But the bug was growing stronger over the past several years. In late 2017 when a friend and 

fellow South Coast member, Chris Roady purchased an R65/5 to restore it, myself and another South 

Coaster, David Eastly each set out on a search for a classic of our own. 

In February, 2018 I found my 1975 R75/6 on Craigslist after several no starter inquiries.  I had my list 

from the experienced airhead owners of what I should look for.  We met the owner, George, at a local 

bike shop owned by a friend of his.   The bike checked out just fine, even better than fine actually.   It 

was a sweet, clean well‐kept machine, daily rider.  It was not a show machine, and that was fine, I 

wanted a bike to use not show.   What impressed me most was the current year MOA Anonymous book 

in the under seat tray.  This said a lot to me, as an MOA member myself I felt I could trust this owner. 

After a test ride and completely looking over the bike, we negotiated the price, shook hands and began 

to exchange paperwork for money.  George informed us that he bought the bike a year ago, however his 

wife would not let him ride it.  He loved the bike, it was just like one he had in college years ago, but alas 

he had to let it go. 

As George handed us the pink slip we were a bit startled to see that Georges name was not on the pink 

slip and the release of liability sheet was not attached.  The ownership was in the name of Todd Collart 

who lived in Santa Paula California and Todd had signed the release of the vehicle over.    Todd had 

owned the bike since he purchased it in 1985, 32 years!  Furthermore the bike registration was paid 

current in August, 2017, just five months prior.  When asked if Todd Collart had forwarded the 

registration to George for payment since George purchased the bike a year ago, George fumbled and 

said something to the effect of “well about a year ago, must have been after last August I guess…..” 

Well, all this caused us concern a bit to say the least.  Had the bike been truly transferred from Todd 

Collart a year ago?  Could it have been stolen and signature forged? Or worse? 

I stepped back, looked at the love and care this bike had had over the last 42 years, 32 of which by the 

same owner, Todd, pulled open the MOA Anonymous directory and found several numbers in Santa 

Paula, California.   Despite whatever was the truth was as to how George got this bike I just felt good 

about it.  A solid MOA member and BMW owner had taken good care of it and in the last year, five 

months or whatever, it had not been taken advantage of.  So we completed the deal, paid George and 

washed my hands of him. 

Little did I know…. 

So, deal made, bike at home that night, I looked up Todd Collart somewhat eager to contact the real 

owner of the bike and find out a bit of the history, no documents or accessories came with the bike from 

George.  I tried a few of the numbers in the MOA book, to no avail.  I found Todd’s number via an 



internet search and dialed away.  The phone rang a few times, a man’s voice answered the phone with a 

friendly hello.  I confirmed this was Todd Collart whom had owned an 1975 R75/6 until recently.  He said 

he was the same Todd Collart.  I introduced myself as Karl Wagner and informed Todd I had just 

purchased his R75/6 that day from George who he sold it to five or so months ago. 

The phone was silent for a few moments,…it felt like five minutes… then Todd said something to the 

effect of, well I am not sure who George is, but I sold my bike to a guy named Jeffrey, TWO WEEKS 

ago…… 

Always interested in a good mystery but rarely directly involved in one, Todd and I set out to understand 

what was going on.  We exchanged photos of George and Jeffrey….. they were certainly not the same 

guy.  Todd asked me to send him a photo of the bike to see if it was the same bike.  It was, however 

when Todd sold his bike to Jeffrey two weeks prior it had fairing, rack, crash bar, three boxes of parts 

and supplies and a full file of the bikes maintenance history and records.   

 

 

1 ‐ How I received the bike          2 ‐ Similar to how Todd sold the bike 

Over the next several weeks Todd and I stayed in touch regularly.  We both tried to call our respective 

contacts, George and Jeffrey.    George fessed up to the whole story to me, but never admitting to 

actually not telling the truth.  Apparently, Jeffrey finds bikes for people looking for them, buys the bike, 

takes off some items, then sells the bike to the new owner without registering it.  The story about 

George’s wife not allowing him to ride was true, I met her when he “found” the bikes’ paperwork file 

which appear to have been misplaced…. 

Jeffrey on the other hand was the worst of the worst in this case.  He had deceived Todd in the 

purchase, indicating a personal interest in classic bikes and desire to have the bike for his collection.  

Jeffrey negotiated the price so low that Todd kept back the panniers, frames, rear rack and top box to 

try and sell separately. 

George said he attempted to contact Jeffrey, but that was not productive.  Jeffrey would not return calls 

to Todd, so it seemed we would not make headway. 

It took me a few persistent calls, leaving messages “encouraging” Jeffrey to call me to discuss how I can 

obtain the balance of the spare parts, fairing and supplies he removed from the bike.  I was willing to 



4 ‐ Todd‐Left, Karl‐Right 

pay him as I understand people part out bikes all the time.   It must have been the message about paying 

him that motivated him, after a few days he called me back.  We set up a time to meet, I paid him for 

the parts and we started to leave.  Something in Jeffrey must have been getting to him.  He would not 

leave until he tried to convince me that he had told Todd he was reselling the bike to a friend and 

parting it out…... somehow I believe Todd more than Jeffrey. 

The outcome of the story is still good.  I have most of the parts 

from Todd’s well‐kept R75/6, it runs like a champ.  I did meet 

with Todd and purchased the panniers, liners and frames.  We 

had a good laugh at the path this bike had taken in just over two 

weeks, I made a new friend, and I came to appreciate the MOA 

family of bike owners more than ever!   

 

Karl Wagner 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 ‐ Wagner, Roady, Eastly 
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More details for all events may be found at the club website:  www.SCBMWRC.com   

 

  
 
May 6     General Meeting  Angeles Oaks Restaurant for Brunch 10 a.m.   

          …with, weather permitting, continuation to Big Bear 
 
May 18 - 20    Route 66 into Arizona 
 
May 24-28    2018 49er Rally 
 
June 2     General Meeting and Annual Board Elections @Seavers 
 
June 21-24       Sierra Ride 
 
June 29-July 1 Chief Joseph Rally - Grant County, Oregon Fairgrounds 
 
July 8               Club Picnic 
 
July 12 - 15      MOA Rally – Iowa 
 
 

 
Check the website for details on the above events. 



 
 

 



Be the first in the USA 
to get Elspeth’s 

acclaimed new book

Irv Seaver BMW
Orange County, CA



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

May 2018 
 
 
 
 
 ” 
                               “Come Ride with Us” 
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